Horoscopes Tuesday 13th June
2017
A positive connection between Mercury the planet of
communication and expansive Jupiter can be an excellent
influence for making plans for the future.
However, to do so skillfully it can help to look to the bigger
picture and incorporate the details. For your FREE Daily
Horoscope Tuesday 13th June 2017 please see below…
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Aries 21 March – 20 April
You may feel confident enough to go ahead with a meeting or
plan, but even if it seems that everything is coming together
very nicely, it might be just as well to have other options in
place. The reason being that Mercury the planet of
communication makes an awkward angle to Neptune which could
mean that unexpected glitches can crop up when we least expect
them.

Taurus 21 April – 21 May
It may be just as well to take extra care regarding your
finances over coming days, as what you gain from one
transaction you could lose on another unless you remain alert.
In addition, with the Sun opposing Saturn across your money
axis, certain expenses may be more than anticipated so doing
what you can to keep spending at a minimum could give you more
leeway.

Gemini 22 May – 21 June
You may have high expectations that an outing, date or perhaps
a creative project will likely go well. However, a developing
tie between Mercury your lead planet and Neptune in your
sector of goals, can coincide with mixed messages and be a
source of confusion. To make the most of coming days keep the
lines of communication open so any misunderstandings can be
minimized.

Cancer 22 June – 23 July
The Moon’s presence in an intense sector of your chart can
attune you to those deeper feelings that you may have been too
busy to notice recently. And as it also links to convivial
Venus in your social sector, you may gain useful insights
regarding someone’s intentions. Things may not be as they
seem, so it would be unwise to base any decisions on what is
happening now.

Leo 24 July – 23 August
Although you may be glad to take part in social events that
can help you accomplish a goal or strengthen a key bond, you
might need to be sparing with your time if you have important
matters to attend to. But the astrological backdrop suggests
considering each event on its individual merits before you
take part, as someone’s motives may not be as noble as you
hope, Leo.

Virgo 24 August – 23 September
A talent may be in demand and this could set you thinking
about how you might make better use of it. But it may be wise
to keep this idea to yourself for now, as discussing it with
others could result in them trying to dissuade you, especially

if they don’t realize how determined you are. Over coming
months, this move could turn out to be a very good investment
indeed, Virgo.

Libra 24 September – 23 October
The Moon in your sector of fun and leisure angles towards
Venus in a more intense zone, which can be a reason to discuss
an issue that may be influencing a relationship. It is
possible that someone may seem a little too possessive or
controlling, or at least try to be. However, a diplomatic
approach and a few reassuring words might enable you to
resolve this quite well.

Scorpio 24 October – 22 November
A strong belief in yourself can be a wonderful gift for
overcoming obstacles and for accomplishing something of
importance to you. However, with Mercury in a more sensitive
sector of your chart aligning with Neptune in your sector of
creativity, it is possible that you may think something is
going to be easier than it is. Knowing what a project really
entails will though help.

Sagittarius 23 November – 21 December
Your social life and interactions with friends can keep you
busy, and happily so. But you may feel less keen when it comes
to someone close who you sense may be taking advantage of you.
Are they really though? Your horoscope suggests this matter
escalate unless you can find out the truth. Talking things
through may help, as doing so could change your perspective.

Capricorn 22 December – 20 January
A relationship may be smoother and more upbeat than it has
been, and this may be down to you taking the time to connect
with this person in a meaningful way. But if you are keen for
things to continue on in this manner, then this bond may
require constant nurturing. You’ll need to decide whether this
is a price worth paying and whether it is a good investment
over the long-term.

Aquarius 21 January – 19 February
Although an offer may sound good, the celestial picture
suggests that it may not be as perfect as it seems. With the
planet of communication angling towards an ethereal influence
in your financial zone, this might benefit them a lot more
than it does you. Looking into the details and making further
enquiries may enable you to see what is at stake and whether
it is really worth it.

Pisces 20 February – 20 March
If you’ve been trying to fit in with others’ expectations in
order to keep the peace, then the coming days can see a change
of heart. As the Sun in your domestic sector opposes Saturn in
your zone of ambition and achievement, you may realize that
even though you have the interests of family members in mind,
there are some ideas and goals that may be non-negotiable.
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